
Mind Map Assessment Rubric
Name:  Date: 

Rating scale: 0 = Not yet; 1 = Somewhat; 2 = Approaching; 3 = Mastery 

Criteria for Success Student 
Rating

Peer 
Rating

Teacher 
Rating Comments

Main idea is in the 
middle . Extensions 
of the key ideas or 
supporting chunks show 
a deep understanding of 
the content .

Four to five accurate 
details support the 
connecting chunks  
or subheadings .

Mind mapping format 
has been followed: color, 
symbols, highlights, 
printed words or 
phrases, lines showing 
connections, citations 
simplified if student uses 
multiple resources .

Symbols and pictures 
support the text and are 
accurate: student draws 
or pastes five or more 
images to the mind map .

Mind map shows that 
student understands  
the most important 
chunks that support  
the main idea .

Bonus: Mind map  
shows interrelated 
connections among 
some of the chunks .
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	Name: 
	Date: 
	Student RatingMain idea is in the middle  Extensions of the key ideas or supporting chunks show a deep understanding of the content: 
	Peer RatingMain idea is in the middle  Extensions of the key ideas or supporting chunks show a deep understanding of the content: 
	Teacher RatingMain idea is in the middle  Extensions of the key ideas or supporting chunks show a deep understanding of the content: 
	CommentsMain idea is in the middle  Extensions of the key ideas or supporting chunks show a deep understanding of the content: 
	Student RatingFour to five accurate details support the connecting chunks or subheadings: 
	Peer RatingFour to five accurate details support the connecting chunks or subheadings: 
	Teacher RatingFour to five accurate details support the connecting chunks or subheadings: 
	CommentsFour to five accurate details support the connecting chunks or subheadings: 
	Student RatingMind mapping format has been followed color symbols highlights printed words or phrases lines showing connections citations simplified if student uses multiple resources: 
	Peer RatingMind mapping format has been followed color symbols highlights printed words or phrases lines showing connections citations simplified if student uses multiple resources: 
	Teacher RatingMind mapping format has been followed color symbols highlights printed words or phrases lines showing connections citations simplified if student uses multiple resources: 
	CommentsMind mapping format has been followed color symbols highlights printed words or phrases lines showing connections citations simplified if student uses multiple resources: 
	Student RatingSymbols and pictures support the text and are accurate student draws or pastes five or more images to the mind map: 
	Peer RatingSymbols and pictures support the text and are accurate student draws or pastes five or more images to the mind map: 
	Teacher RatingSymbols and pictures support the text and are accurate student draws or pastes five or more images to the mind map: 
	CommentsSymbols and pictures support the text and are accurate student draws or pastes five or more images to the mind map: 
	Student RatingMind map shows that student understands the most important chunks that support the main idea: 
	Peer RatingMind map shows that student understands the most important chunks that support the main idea: 
	Teacher RatingMind map shows that student understands the most important chunks that support the main idea: 
	CommentsMind map shows that student understands the most important chunks that support the main idea: 
	Student RatingBonus Mind map shows interrelated connections among some of the chunks: 
	Peer RatingBonus Mind map shows interrelated connections among some of the chunks: 
	Teacher RatingBonus Mind map shows interrelated connections among some of the chunks: 
	CommentsBonus Mind map shows interrelated connections among some of the chunks: 


